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ABSTRACT

The following thesis is concerned with the ways in which perceptions of crime and
disease shaped knowledge about urban decline and structured demands for urban renewal
projects in Richmond, Virginia between 1953 and 1964. By looking at the city's renters,
landlords, public health officials, and local politicians, this thesis contains three
arguments: first, advocates diagnosed economic decline through medical and criminal
categories; secondly, if urban renewal's existential purpose was to correct the
environmental determinants of social pathology, then the contest between renewal
advocates and opponents defined an economically-delimited solution; lastly, renewal
contained the basis for a strengthened post-war, post-Jim Crow Southern state a state
whose most important prerogative was not the maintenance of race relations, but the
protection of property and capital. This mode, the capitalist-interventionist mode of state
formation is an alternative archetype for historians of the post-war South, implicates
capitalist impulses as an accomplice in structuring racial domination, and not simply an
extension of Southern barbarity and Jim Crow. The first chapter interrogates the ways in
which renewal supporters appropriated knowledge about crime and disease to address
urban decline, both its supposed causes and possible solutions.

The second chapter

focuses on how renewal advocates created competing market evaluations of pathology in
Richmond's Seventeenth-Street Bottom, as they cleared the supposed slum to build the
new city jail. The conclusion poses suggestions for further historical research on the
categories of crime and disease and the relevance of Jim Crow.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
In 1966, the Richmond Redevelopment and Housing Authority, the city's
orchestrating body for urban renewal projects, released a comprehensive study of
blighted neighborhoods that laid out the agency's objectives: "to organize the resources of
the community to meet the problems of urban life"; "to progressively eliminate blight and
deterioration of the physical structure of the city and thus preserve economic opportunity
and ultimately human values"; and, "to provide for optimum new development or
redevelopment".1

Advocates were not only interested in wrangling capital.

As the

RRHA stated, their purpose was to eliminate the problems of urban life by creating
favorable conditions for development and redevelopment.

Crime and disease, the

supposedly central problems of urban life, became essential to advancing urban renewal
projects within market-friendly parameters.
Between 1953 and 1964, twin and sometimes competing urges charged politics in
Virginia and its capital, Richmond, specifically.

One impulse directed activist and

politicians' energies towards the preservation of the color-line and the defense of
segregation. The second impulse drove state formation towards the capture of mobile
capital at the emergence of Sunbelt investment, even at the cost of disturbing established
racial relationships.2 These twin impulses demonstrate a quandary for historians of the
post-war South, about the resolution of market prerogatives and the management of racial
dynamics. In short, what can we learn about racial dynamics under late Jim Crow, if for
the moment we set aside Jim Crow as the organizing principle of Southern state
formation, and we place more emphasis on the development of capitalism? Thus, this
1

project discusses three broad historical problems.

First, it attempts to explain the

relevance of criminal and medical knowledge to legal segregation; second, it attempts to
rethink property rights and state formation in the post-war South in conversation with
discourses on crime and disease; third, of different kind and proportion, the issue of
Southern Exceptionalism, particularly as the concept relates to business progressives and
projects for capital improvement as significant, powerful alternatives to hardened
segregationists.3
Three interlocking arguments attempt to answer these three historical problems.
The first is that advocates of urban renewal incorporated knowledge about crime and
disease to diagnose otherwise economic decline.

Further, renewal in Richmond was

more than social control of the city's black residents. Advocates felt deeply compelled by
the dangers that disease and crime posed, so demolishing the physical structures that bred
pathological tendencies was fundamental to urban renewal projects.
Secondly, I argue that if urban renewal's existential purpose was to correct the
environmental determinants of social pathology, then the contest between renewal
advocates and opponents distilled a logic in which solutions to pathology were always
already economically oriented and related to the maximization of property values.
Richmond's businessmen, developers, and public health advocates indicted white
landlords for their criminal avarice and ambivalence towards residents, if for no other
reason than such neglect endangered the whole city and drove property values below
agreeable social and economic possibilities.

2

Lastly, renewal replaced a nominally segregationist political mode, that of the Jim
Crow state, with a capitalist-interventionist state whose most important responsibility was
the maintenance of property and capital, not the preservation of the race line.

For

renewalists, property rights reached their limit when they infringed upon the well-being
of others' bodily safety and material possessions. It then became the duty of the state to
manage relationships between proprietors, black and white, and between landlords and
residents through slum clearance among other renewal activities. Taken together, these
arguments demonstrate that a particularly progressive impulse existed to eliminate crime,
cure disease, and improve property through supposedly modernizing means in contrast
and in conversation with the segregationist, suggesting an additional and necessary
archetype for describing Southern history.
This project is then, an attempt at intervening in, supplementing, and combining
three historiographies: literature on public health and crime, urban history and
particularly scholarship on urban renewal, and some of the most recent contributions
being produced on the construction of Southern conservatism in the mid-twentiethcentury South. In the field of studies on public health and crime, a number of authors
have generally split their attention on crime and disease into separate analyses.4 Yet both
topics, crime and disease, offer a method that can reflexively enhance our study of the
other: an emphasis on the historically situated, social-construction of both crime and biomedical disease.
Historian David Rosner quotes Charles Rosenberg in stating that, "disease is at
once a biological event, a generation-specific repertoire of verbal constructs reflecting
3

medicine's intellectual and institutional history," and that, "disease does not exist until we
have agreed that it does, by perceiving, naming, and responding to it".5 In the case of
Richmond's slum clearance projects, urban renewal advocates prepared their own
repertoire of producing knowledge about the environmental causes of various
pathological tendencies, be it tubercular infections, illegitimate pregnancies, or murders.
Even more fundamentally than understanding the causes, as Rosenberg's statement
illustrates, the ability to name a condition and recognize its existence is to place an act
such as theft or syphilis into a specific social matrix, and to prescribe a limited solution.6
For renewalists, the available ways of responding to crime and disease avoided simplistic
racialized explanations, but could go no further than environmental transformation.
Scholarship on crime and disease and urban renewal intersect at notions of social
control.

Of the more penetrating works, historian Elizabeth Blackmar has traced the

evolution of

sanitarians in mid-nineteenth-century New York City and argued that

sanitarians and other public health officials raised issues of accountability in private
housing contracts and elaborated the limits of landlords' property rights.7

For urban

historians, the issue of social control has concentrated on the negative potential of various
municipal, state, and national bodies to structure the design of cities and ultimately the
elaboration of social relationships.8
Both historians Thomas Sugrue and Christopher Silver have identified the
racialized and segregatory aspects of urban renewal in Detroit and Richmond. While
each of their studies have been enormously helpful in thinking through the impacts of
urban renewal projects such as highway and public housing construction on black urban
4

life, they have offered little insight into the motivations of policy makers beyond
decontextualized racism, or rather, a supposed, timeless antagonism between white and
black.9

In Richmond, the activities that the Richmond Redevelopment and Housing

Authority, the Department of Public Health, and the Richmond City Council pursued
certainly had a disproportionate impact on the city's black residents.

However,

sidestepping the race-neutral language of crime and disease identification and prevention,
and assuming an essentialized racism explains very little about the immediate context of
urban renewal or the trajectory of Richmond, Southern, and American conservatism after
the institutional buttresses of Jim Crow evaporated.
With those reservations about the importance of race to the construction of postJim Crow conservatism in mind, more recent scholarly treatments of topics such as white
flight and suburban expansion, school choice, and conservatism in the South have
attempted to decenter race in the Southern story, without ignoring its integral place on the
conservative radar.10 These works have demonstrated how and why an accent on race
and the use of racist ideology developed in

local contexts at specific moments, in

addition to understanding the development of conservative economic and social
principles as overlapping, but not wholly reducible to racial motivations. They have,
however, often taken conservative principles for granted and have left little room in their
analyses for urban renewal as the context for redefining state formation, extending the
viability of Progressive impulses, and developing a novel political atmosphere that
transcended the limits of political conservatism.11

5

For Matthew Lassiter, urban renewal only garners enough attention so as to
explain suburban annexation, while the activist role of the local government to enact
renewal programs remains unaddressed.12

In Richmond, renewal depended on a

relatively strong housing authority, public health department, and responsive city council,
in addition to healthy injections of federal funding.

Pro-business conservatives and

conservative organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce found little to dispute with
in terms of state intervention and in fact became active supporters. This critique of the
literature on southern conservatism thus returns to our first literature base, that of crime
and disease, and highlights the importance of interrogating the city of Richmond's
participation in urban renewal. If advocates could link urban geography to crime and
disease, then their control of the urban renewal process discloses the very particular ways
that business conservatives refashioned the post-Jim Crow state in the service of
disciplining wayward bodies and neighborhoods. This disciplinary state, which regulated
people and profit, points us towards larger questions about the elaboration of capitalism
and state formation after 1945.
The following analysis examines the dual and often buttressing discourses on
crime and disease that characterized and informed the city's experiences with urban
renewal between 1953 and 1964. In the first chapter, this thesis investigates the ways in
which crime and disease fostered a conceptual mapping of the city into neighborhoods
unified as the sickest and the most dangerous. This particular cartography connected the
interests of businessmen, landlords, tenants, and the city administrators into uneasy
alliances and fleshed out the skeleton of a post-Jim Crow state formation. The second
6

chapter focuses on the Seventeenth Street Bottom, the so-called "worst slum in the city"
to illustrate the new responsibilities of the local government to manage property value.
The renewal plans for this neighborhood included construction of the new city jail and
displayed in perverse fashion the activities of the post-war, post-Jim Crow state to
destroy, construct, and maintain value. Lastly, the conclusion poses possible avenues for
further research into the construction of criminal and medical categories, the cliometrics
of health and disease, and the relevance of Jim Crow to theorizing the terms of
democracy and capitalism.
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CHAPTER 2: DO UNTO OTHERS: PROPERTY, VICTIMS, AND RICHMOND'S
MORAL ECONOMY
Walking through dimly lit Monroe Park on the evening of February 21, 1959, Dr.
Austin Dodson met his blood-soaked end a fatal clubbing that left the city of Richmond
stunned. Shortly after the attack John Pershing, the general manager of the RichmondPetersburg Turnpike Authority, wrote to the Richmond Times-Dispatch to mourn
Dodson's death and offer suggestions to prevent further murders. He proceeded by laying
out statistics that he felt explained the murder: that the largest number of available
dwellings rented for less than $15 per month; of 48,914 homes surveyed in 1940, 38.3%
needed major repairs; and as a 1934 report of real property indicated, 31.5% of all
dwelling units either had no toilet or shared a toilet with one or more families.13

As

Pershing may have very well believed, the stress of sharing a commode had triggered the
grisly killing.

More acutely, however, he chastised readers and particularly the City

Council for their "mass inertia" towards the criminological conditions that the City
Planning Commission had recognized nearly twenty years prior.

Pershing saw quite

lucidly the short distance between community apathy and subsequent danger to the public
at large. "I earnestly raise my voice," he inveighed, "against the individuals who own
property and permit that property to become obsolete and to deteriorate to the point
where it inevitably attracts and breeds the element which it is the responsibility of all of
us to better and control". 14 He concluded by asking Richmond's citizens and landlords to
turn Dodson's death from a tragedy into a blessing by demanding an end to Richmond's
slum problem.
8

Pershing in many ways represented the opinions of fellow middle-class
businessmen , Austin Dodson included, who advocated intensive and wide-ranging urban
renewal, and the public health functionaries who roamed the city identifying the dark
cobblestone alleyways and half-standing row homes that concealed and generated the
city's worst criminals.

For these men and women, the relationship between unsafe

housing and crime and disease was simple. Poor conditions pushed unlucky residents
towards lives of crime and a disinterest in maintaining sanitary homes. Additionally, and
maybe more importantly, crime and disease wove together both near and distant blocks of
the city into unified, conceivable slum districts. Another historian, Samuel Roberts has
described a similar situation among public health officials in Progressive-era Baltimore:
the process of mapping "epidemic streets," "privilege[s] space over time in that it render
[s] illness static, something to be represented as a geometric point or dot on a grid".15
Privileging space over time accomplished the work of placing sickness and crime in
material conditions that reformers could both visualize and ostensibly amend, to the
detriment of a wider recognition of segregation and structural racism (ill. 1). But poor
housing stock also signaled to renewal proponents the proximity of those same
neighborhoods, which teeming with ruin, that no boundary could separate from the rest of
the city. These boundaries complimented a new moral economy that spoke to crime and
disease as the descriptive terms for the decline of older, established property
relationships.
Advocates' concern with crime and disease intertwined geographic and economic
perceptions of the city. The labor historian E.P. Thompson has described of the English
9

working class's protestations against unfair bread prices, peasants and traders negotiated
the terms of reciprocity and meaningful economic prerogatives.16

For sanitarians and

reformers, the incidence of crime and disease was evidence to them of the breakdown of
reciprocal relationships between the worst and best-off of Richmond society, which
ultimately compromised property values and the lives of the better-off of the city. This
chapter argues that activists and proponents of urban renewal created knowledge about
the causes of crime and disease in conversation with speculation on the physical state of
property.

Further, advocates devised novel geographies premised on the terms of

pathology and they contested the rules of property ownership to manage pathological
neighborhoods, teasing at the powers of the post-war state.
Knowing Blight
In 1943, an editorial in the Richmond News Leader compared the shocking
murder rates in Richmond to those of other cities around the country such as New York,
Atlanta, Baltimore, and New Orleans. The forty-three murders, seven times the national
average, illustrated to the author not just the "law of the jungle" that the city's Negroes
lived by but the, "squalid areas that duplicate the worst of Richmond's own jungle".17
The prevalence of racial explanations however gradually diminished. By 1953, urban
renewal advocates had become much less sanguine, or at least explicitly so, to
communicate an easy relationship between race and crime in the context of urban
conditions.18 Nonetheless, for many neighborhood organizations, public health officials,
police, and ordinary citizens, the distinctions between crime and poor housing were not
so easily drawn. An emphasis on the physical state of property in designated blighted or
10

slum areas replaced earlier preoccupations with racial explanations and to some extent, a
belief in individual motivations, when recording cases of crime or the incidence of
disease.19

Many came to locate crime and its proximate causes in the city's physical

conditions, and they fostered an awareness of absentee landlords and apathetic
councilmen as close accomplices to the city's crime problem, while others targeted the
self-serving interests of developers in other ways.
By the end of the 1940s, white Richmonders anxiously stipulated on the
population of black migrants-turned-residents from rural Virginia swell within the city
limits growing by at least seventy percent since 1940.20 Where would they live? Where
would they work?

What city services would they need?

This quickly growing

population, with limited access to jobs and even more limited residential options, pushed
at the seams of the already minimal housing stock available to them in the city. 21 At the
same time, the centrifugal force of new housing construction on the city fringe drew
whites away from the city center, opening formerly closed areas to black residents.
Incrementally, the previously unavailable and newly opened housing helped Richmond's
new residents to spread their demographic presence beyond the twenty census tracts that
contained the majority of the city's blacks between 1940 and 1950.22
Yet, black residents found themselves relegated to living spaces that appeared
more the makeshift shelters erected after soldiers had torched the city in 1865 than homes
fit for twentieth-century city dwellers—housing that was both old and in advanced stages
of decay. Indeed, some even went so far as to relate that the majority of the city's dense,
blighted neighborhoods not only looked the part, but in fact reached back into "the
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poverty of Reconstruction days," when builders erected congested rowhouses, stacked
one upon the other, to house city residents.23 Renewal advocates were not far behind in
chastising the landlords who profited from the limited opportunities available to blacks
and poor whites, if for no other reason than that the combined weight of proprietors'
apathy and avarice unleashed the violent potential of tenants.

As they reprimanded

wayward landlords, renewal advocates constructed a logic which they believed proved
the positive correlation between slums, slum residents, and crime and disease.24
Advocates perceived a population waiting on better conditions.

The RRHA

completed a survey in 1953 that detailed the economic station of many of the residents of
what they termed substandard and slum housing.

That the residents paid roughly

fourteen percent of their income, on average, signaled to the housing and development
authorities the ability for residents to pay for better dwellings.

But limited housing

options relegated them to, "a dreary succession of cracked walls, sagging ceilings,
leaking roofs, and crumbling foundations".25 The survey found that of over 758 families
in one neighborhood, the average family income was approximately $1,700.26 A similar
survey by the Development Authority found that of 523 residential structures, seventynine percent violated minimum housing law, three-fourths were in serious stages of
dilapidation, and only twenty-five percent had indoor baths and toilets.27

Residents

complained, and as one responded to reporters, "Just let me have a house like people... I
want to fix up a house like people".28 By the mid-1960s, the process of identifying or at
least defining slum property had taken on a routinized litany. The RRHA suggested that
lack of ventilation, light or sanitary facilities, excessive land coverage or any combination
12

of these that were, "detrimental to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the
community," constituted blight.29 Recognizing blighted property involved more than the
physical condition of homes, however.
One of the problems that residents, sanitarians, and housing authority members
cited was overcrowding.

Whether they lived in single-family occupancy or multiple

family dwellings, black and white Richmonders of limited means confronted cramped
homes and apartments. For one woman, her husband's incarceration led to the eviction of
her and her ten children. Because she could find no housing to fit her family, she found
residence with her brother-in-law.

The combined number of persons in her new

household reached as high as twenty people confined to a two-room apartment.30 If this
particular resident's story could curry sympathy, it nonetheless lent little of a target for
renewal advocates to push towards. The avarice of landlords and the increasing black
population in Richmond posed a somewhat different problem for property values and the
social health of the city.
Advocates and opponents noticed a significant channel through which the
expanding black population vented its surplus numbers: blockbusting.31

Blockbusting

occurred as economically mobile blacks moved into vacant housing in majority white
neighborhoods and white residents, rather than resist, increased the white diaspora to
Richmond's surrounding suburbs.32

The turn of neighborhoods into transition zones

between white and black neighborhoods registered as more than just a race-problem,
however. Some white Richmonders lamented the increased black population if for no
other reason than the notion that blacks' generally low incomes portended increased
13

demand for low-rent housing, further expanding the core of the city's blighted

and

overcrowded property. 33
The emphasis on blighted property aroused the empathy of better-off citizens
towards their impoverished peers. The homes that the poor found themselves in, or rather
that urban renewal advocates wrote about, composed the "Richmond that Richmonders
[forgot] about".34 With unlit stairways as "black as the pits of Calcutta" and walls open
so as to let in winter winds, the most decrepit homes' posed dangers which the rest of the
city had little chance of ever experiencing. Tuberculosis rates were five times that of the
rest of the city and even infectious rats carrying their own diseases spread their contagion
about tenants' homes.

Advocates offered these intimate statistics and pitiable

descriptions, proof of multiple Richmonds. Yet, this Richmond, bereft of indoor toilets,
of water spigots and complete only in their incompleteness nonetheless composed a
significant part of the city itself.
In a pamphlet that the Department of Public Health's Bureau of Sanitation created
and distributed, the authors implored readers to recognize the great harm done to the city
at large and to ponder the prevalence of pathological behaviors that manifested
themselves in the poorest Richmond neighborhoods.

Their startling statistics and

dramatic imagery could provoke little more from readers than horror and disdain. In the
immediate sense, however the authors demonstrated the financial risk that bad housing
posed for the whole city: for every dollar of city taxes, forty five cents went to pay for
police, fire, health, and other city services in those areas, whereas these zones contributed
only six cents.35

A neighborhood such as Carver, one of the worst rated in the city,
14

whose property value assessments put the total value of the neighborhood at barely
$1,000,000, contributed a mere $22,000 in taxes yearly.
Tax revenue for neighborhoods such as Carver spoke to the incidence of crime
and disease. The cost to the Department of Public Health alone to perform its services
was already more than the neighborhood's tax revenue!36 By indices that the DPH and
the RRHA kept, the houses that had the lowest assessments coincidentally required the
most city services, constituting a drain that threatened the municipal coffers and in direct
relation, the tax-driven services available to other contributing citizens.37 The Richmond
that advocates often found themselves describing was the archipelago that renters
dominated, not properties lived in by owners. Just as advocates could curry antipathy
towards or fear of slum residents, they could as easily reconstruct the terms of the debate
to channel others' energy towards sympathy for residents and contempt towards other
property owners.

What the authors suggested for readers in less explicit ways were

notions of reciprocity and entanglement between owners, tenants, and their property.
Pamphleteers worried excessively about the correlation between morbidity, city
services, and tax revenue, yet failed to make the connection explicit.

The pamphlet

continued, "only 20% of metro residential areas [are] considered to be substandard. Yet
here you will find 45% of the major crimes, 55% of juvenile delinquency, 60% of Tb
victims, 35% of the fires, [and] 50% of the diseases".38 In a similar pamphlet that the
RRHA released, the authors noted the destructive social and economic effects, yet they
passed on both defining what those effects were and how exactly the slum environment
imparted on its residents such pathological behaviors.39
15

Was the provocative but

ultimately mystifying suggestion of destructive social and economic effects too obvious
to mention or extrapolate? In both pamphlets, the distinct neighborhoods that required
such intensive aid seemingly overwhelmed their residents, apparently passive victims,
and projected them into a self-annihilating cycle that only further worsened the physical
environment and perpetuated the city's slums.

The Renewal Program guide composed

by the RRHA in the mid-1960s addressed the intertwined problems of social pathology
and urban blight quite baldly:
Social pathology stems from unmet human needs that result in a breakdown in
personal and family life. A breakdown in any facet of human living causes
neighborhood deterioration, which in turn increased the rate of family and
personal deterioration, resulting in a cycle that must be broken. Inadequate
income, school drop-outs, juvenile delinquency, illegitimacy, overcrowded
housing and infant deaths are some of the symptoms of social pathology. Such
indices of social pathology are only part of a larger problem. Their use is based
on the well-supported premise that social pathology is very often related to certain
physical aspects of the local environment. Most evidence supports the contention
that such indices go hand-in-hand with blight. These indicators of social
pathology have been chosen as criteria for measurement of social blight. High
incidence is an indication of neighborhood decay and social deterioration. 40
It is worth emphasizing that the authors of the guide identified the indicators of
overcrowding, illegitimacy, and murder as symptoms of social pathology rather than
social pathology itself. If property owners perpetuated the conditions that precipitated
social pathology, then these same property owners "figured prominently in the story of
massive deterioration and neglect".41

These administrative organizations' formulations

directly and indirectly indicated the gross injustice that certain landlords' property usage
perpetrated against their tenants as well as the city as a whole, making victims of both
parties.
16

The exemplar recipient of reformers' ire was the white property owner John
Pearsall, a landlord with extensive holdings in two redevelopment areas, the Seventeenth
Street Bottom and Richmond's commercial district on Broad Street. To some, including
the Richmond City Council, Pearsall exhibited the disquieting characteristics of the most
atrocious slum lords.42 He owned property in Jackson Ward as well as the Seventeenth
Street Bottom and St. John's Church.43 Pearsall sidestepped any claims to his own guilt
in producing criminological and epidemiological conditions, instead laying the blame on
the city itself. In so doing, he challenged how the city defined slum property and raised
questions about the contradictions of their renewal plans.

Referring to the city's

description of his properties as unattractive, he stated that, "much of this unkempt
appearance is in the streets, sidewalks, and alleys which are under control of the city.
Little has been done by the city to eliminate these conditions".44 Responding to the city's
accusation that he provided inadequate recreational area for children, he argued that the
Turnpike Authority had confiscated the playground that was available without replacing
it.45

As to the city's other concerns about his property such as the density of street

parking and yard space, he curtly noted that his holdings both met and exceeded the
stipulated requirements, particularly compared to areas which the city did not label as
slums or which the city planned for new homes.
Of Pearsall's responses, however, the more interesting and pertinent to our
discussion was his explanation for the prevalence of diseases or at least socially frowned
upon circumstances, which public health practitioners had assumed as their wheelhouse.
Pearsall argued that of the twenty-two cases of tuberculosis, no correlation existed
17

between his housing and the disease's transmission; that the prevalence of unwed
pregnancy mirrored other areas in the city; and the presence of venereal diseases was as
insignificant as to be laughable. Pearsall went further in challenging renewalists. He
stated that in each case, "all are believed to be typical of any neighborhood with a
$250.00 monthly per family income level," and that, "it is impossible to compare this
particular area with other areas of the city which have incomes between 3 to 10 times this
median income range" 46. Advocates had limited their scope of understanding and only
made sense of pathology as an effect of the physical environment. Pearsall, unlike the
renewal advocates who had identified housing as social pathology's cause, hinted at
poverty as the fundamental determinant. As a sort of anti-hero who still retained his
contempt for the shallow morality of the poor, Pearsall's searching attempt at absolution
or at least vindication directed concerned Richmonders to look inwards at themselves,
especially employers, as the root of the city's crime and social disorder.
As Pearsall's example demonstrates, the equation of impoverished neighborhoods
with crime and disease was hardly hegemonic, however. One Richmonder responded to
John Pershing's assertion about the causes of Dr. Austin Dodson's death. He argued, "Mr.
Pershing seems positive that the murderers come from some substandard property in
Richmond.

Actually, they could be non-residents or perhaps come from one of Mr.

Frederic Fay's public housing projects".47 The author had in mind Frederic A. Fay, the
director of the RRHA who had already won the right to buy out and demolish whole
blocks of the Randolph and Carver neighborhoods, just blocks west and northwest
respectively of the Virginia State Capitol. He described the neighborhood, or lack thereof
18

that remained, as, "a ghost city as far as business is concerned".48

He certainly was not

far off, given that between 1955 and 1957 the construction of the Richmond-Petersburg
Turnpike had displaced nearly 7,000 people or ten percent of the city's black community
in nearby Jackson Ward.49

Turning the notion of crime on its ear, he concluded by

charging Pershing, whose RPTA had already demolished large swaths of the city to make
way for the turnpike that cut through Jackson Ward among other neighborhoods, and Fay
with committing veritable theft in the name of a socialist agenda, "[the] monstrous
socialized housing" which robbed property owners of their claims by labeling property as
substandard or slum property.50

Yet, this particular author was far from the last to

question the equation.
For the black residents of neighborhoods such as Jackson Ward, Church Hill, and
the Jail Bottom, sundown carried its own peculiar and dangerous implications. As one
reporter editorialized, "it happens every night... they come in worn out jalopies and in
shiny new limousines.

They cruise slowly around the block and leer and howl and

whistle at women".51

As they cruised, these, "white men on the prowl for illicit

romance... [operate] under what amounts to an immunity from arrest, the wolves,
mashers and sex perverts roam the poorly lighted streets at will and get bolder and
bolder". 52

Residents felt particularly strong about the failure of the police to protect its

female residents.

Demands for better policing of their neighborhoods went as far as

petitioning City Council, but to what seems to have been little avail.53 Tension between
the residents and white men grew palpably more antagonistic and then locals began to
strike back. Residents would steal from the parked cars, rob the "molesters", and in one
19

of the most violent confrontations, stabbed one offender after improper remarks and an
ensuing scuffle.
Adding further injury, the city's blacks recognized with resignation at least three
distinct results from these encounters. First, that molesters reported being robbed to the
police, thus raising the crime statistics for their particular neighborhoods.

Secondly,

these statistics would fail to acknowledge the cause of the crime. Lastly, the records that
the police kept made no space to note where the molester as perpetrator, originated, for
the molester retained his status as the victim.54

Other instances of white perpetrators

yielded similar results such as the assault of a seventeen year-old by two white men or the
smashing of car windows owned by blacks in "transition" areas.55

Even ostensibly

victimless crimes such as the illegal sale of liquor at so-called "nip joints" could ensnare
perpetrators and turn these statistics against whole neighborhoods. 56
Although the trope of poverty leading to diseased homes and dangerous streets
was far from hegemonic or even realistic, the trope nonetheless lent a certain theatrical
imagery that renewal advocates could exploit to their advantage as they argued over the
relative proximity to slum property. In a political cartoon entitled, "Now's the Time to Do
It" that appeared in March 1959, the artist depicted a man labeled, "City Council" on the
verge of trimming the deadened ends of a tree limb that held a sign that read, "blighted
area" (ill. 2).57

The implications of such an illustration are hard to miss. The limb,

suffering from tree rot, threatened the health of the rest of the tree and only its excision
could save the whole. If the neighborhoods that the limb represented were indeed as
dangerous as the cartoon stated, then indeed they posed a looming and unavoidable
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menace to the whole city, and no amount of social, mental, or physical distancing from
those neighborhoods could save the rest of the city from becoming a self-made, or at least
unwitting victim.
Finding Blight
What emerged from disputes between landlords, residents, and renewal advocates,
but remained unexplained, was reformers' circular logic that improperly cared for
residential and industrial spaces generated crime and disease which in turn decimated
physical estates, thus widening the circle and repeating the process ad infinitum. This
point cannot be understated, that these reformers perceived crime and disease and
property value to have interacted in a dynamic, yet unmitigated, circle of
impoverishment. Only redevelopment through spot clearance and slum removal could
investors reinvent, or in their formulation, restore value to slum properties. The magnetic
appeal and danger of slum properties to the bordering neighborhoods could expand this
dynamic however, swallowing up close neighborhoods that had yet to be infected.58
RRHA director Frederick Fay characterized the slums that surrounded the downtown
business district as a dangerous entity that threatened to spread with "cancerous
relentlessness" to healthy neighborhoods.59 Reformers ceaselessly pressed to eliminate
the early causes of blight that threatened to turn neighborhoods over to slums.

In a

column preceding the cartoon, the writer lamented the blight the city faced. By "pruning
back to healthy wood," only then could "sound, vigorous growth refill the gaps left by the
surgeon's saw".60 After having identified infectious property and its victims, reformers
could begin to articulate proper and improper property usage. Advocates pointed to the
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limits to individual property, identifying the moments at which individual usage
threatened the value of others' property and safety. The Department of Public Health
remained resolute to use its power, a combination of medical and state authority, to
actively reshape Richmond's urban geography as well as the health of its citizen-patients.
Since housing and environmental conditions could be linked however
ambiguously to the prevalence of tuberculosis, syphilis, and illegitimate pregnancies, the
presence of the DPH's Bureau of Sanitation and its Division of Housing Sanitation
figured prominently into the webs of renewalist discourse and action.

In successive

annual reports, the DPH noted the success of its programs to alter buildings predicated on
the city's 1950 Housing Sanitation Ordinance.61

Their success, the reports' authors

celebrated, was in part due to educational materials that sanitarians had distributed to
neighborhood members and neighborhood committees organized around the goal of
improving housing stock.

Yet, by 1954, they had become less optimistic about the

possibility of success in poorer neighborhoods, where even inducements proved
ineffective at correcting the most obvious signs of blight.

Instead, the Department

proposed private investment corporations to repair Carver, Jackson Ward, and other
slums. But what would happen if the same market forces that had helped to deliver those
same neighborhoods into blight failed to satisfy the expectations of the DPH? Officials
may have been barely able to foresee the coming storm in Richmond's horizon, as some
members of the city council and renewal advocates attempted to realize their
prescriptions and opponents fought back.
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The transition from simply talking about crime, disease, and urban decay to
actually accomplishing slum clearance involved a protracted and never fully settled
contest over the limits of state formation and the sanctity of property rights. Whereas
renewal advocates concerned themselves with the moral, social, and economic necessity
of delivering the worst off of Richmond's properties and citizens from the abyss,
opponents articulated the finer points of constitutionality. Residents, trapped between
self-serving landlords and busy renewalists, attempted to improve their homes while
simultaneously preserving their neighborhoods by forming collectivities with the purpose
of increasing their reach into the mechanisms of this growing state apparatus. As the
three parties collided, the impact carved the contours of the developing post-Jim Crow
Southern state.
Advocates philosophized further their discursive formulations of criminals and
victims and courted Richmond's business community to push the most violent aspects of
urban renewal, slum clearance.

RRHA director Frederick Fay recognized that the

elimination of slums and the rehabilitation of blighted areas constituted the city's most
pressing need as the city looked towards the beginning of the 1960s.62

For Fay, the

decision was simple, given that no other satisfactory solution existed to prevent the
transition of neighborhoods to slums immediate and extensive slum clearance nullified
landlords' claims to uninhibited property usage. Burl A. Parks, Director of City Planning,
agreed with Fay and argued for an end to the exploitation of some property owners by
others, stating that: "I [Parks] believe a man's right to own property ends when he fails to
maintain it so that it will bear its fair share of taxes".63
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But Fay's target was clearly Richmond's middle-class business community. At a
meeting in February 1959, which the Chamber of Commerce sponsored, 200
businessmen from the city attended to listen to Fay lecture on the exhausting needs of
slum property to the rest of the city.

Fay declared that slums exacted a "negative

subsidy," by way of their lack of tax revenue. By April of the same year, the black
businessmen's association, the Capital Trade Association, composed of 107 businesses
and professional leaders had endorsed proposed urban renewal plans throughout the city.
Additionally, the Richmond chapter of Frontiers of America, a black civic association had
come out in support of the plans.64

If slums were as the RRHA and the Bureau of

Sanitation described, then indeed their overrepresentation of crime and disease did in fact
require disproportionate, intensive care. The city's mayor, present at the meeting as well,
lamented that the slums would increase before public opinion towards slum clearance
would swing towards the positive.65 Advocates certainly saw what they believed to be
the higher calling involved in their work. Slum condemnation entailed the use of eminent
domain, which advocates argued, was necessary when any factors combined to become
"detrimental to the safety, health, morals, or welfare of the community".66 Any affront to
public welfare extended their jurisdiction to compel property owners towards action or to
confiscate their property outright.
Worth emphasizing for the moment was the tenuous context that groups such as
Frontiers of America and the Capital Trade Association moved around in. Even after the
legal end to segregation in Brown v. Board, social limitations in private associations
prohibited direct black participation in groups such as the Chamber of Commerce, and
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the importance of black community associations and commercial organizations
continued.

Yet, around the multiple projects that defined urban renewal in the city

between 1953 and 1964, the twinned interest in both fostering capital investment and
ending pathological environmental conditions created the context for informal
coordination and collaboration; in a way sabotaging the terms of otherwise race-restricted
membership.

The participation of these groups challenged a simplistic dichotomy of

blacks versus whites over the issue of urban renewal, renegotiated the ways in which the
idealized community began to extend beyond racially-defined boundaries, and included
blacks into a rounder image of a state whose primary prerogative was the protection of
capital and property.
Landlords, councilmen, and businessmen opposed to urban renewal and slum
clearance couched their responses in language that defended their right to property and
the risks of socialism that eminent domain in the employ of renewalists posed. Some
opponents questioned the problematic distinction of slum property as such, criticizing the
assumption that their property either actively sabotaged or indirectly contributed to the
ill-morals or health of the community, and they demanded that proof be established.67
Their argument went further. While they conceded that urban planners and the like had
their place, they criticized prescriptions that went beyond voluntary achievement and
ventured into "compulsion and autocratic seizure." Opponents stipulated that other cities'
experiences with urban renewal had been failures. Even after investment from the federal
and local governments in the clearance of slums and construction of public housing,
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crime and disease persisted. For these opponents, the forced removal of "slum-dwellers"
could not eliminate the forces of blight. 68
John Pearsall, slumlord par excellence, chastised the city council for similar
reasons. On pragmatic grounds, Pearsall argued that the condemnation of neighborhoods
as slums-in-name-only relegated property to the same forces that the RRHA and council
intended to ameliorate. He believed that to declare a property or a number of blocks slum
property, owners would refuse to invest or improve their holdings until a decision had
been made regarding its future.69 Rather than letting the land lie fallow, Pearsall insisted
that condemnation exerted the opposite effect, and only private investment without the
negative categorization or punitive ordinances could return the land to profitability and
out of blight.70
eminent domain.

Yet, his opinion was as much influenced by negative conceptions of
Pearsall was at the least acquainted with the Dan Smoot Report, a

weekly conservative-libertarian rag that pursued what the author, Dan Smoot, termed the
socialist agenda of public housing advocates and the supposed communist infiltration of
the federal government.71

Smoot charged the government with graft and corruption

through the pretext of public housing and urban renewal programs. Not only did urban
renewal destroy private property rights in order to sell parts of a city to private interests,
he argued that, "slums do not breed crime and delinquency. Delinquency and crime breed
slums. Public housing projects become centers of crime and delinquency".72 In his and
Pearsall's impression, landlords and cities owed to tenants and other city residents decent
housing, but to Smoot, only police power could correct pathological behavior.
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Pearsall eventually became allies in name with the emerging bloc of renters who
opposed renewal through slum clearance.

Despite his self-serving assertion that he

provided a necessary service for low and middle-income city residents by retaining his
slum housing, he shared space with black homeowners and renters who opposed the
destruction of their businesses and homes. 73 These renters and businesspeople organized
through the NAACP, the local branch of the Urban League, and other smaller
neighborhood associations against the continued incursion of the city's business
progressives onto growing swaths of privately owned land.

By as early as 1959,

neighborhood organizations and leaders had seen enough of urban renewal to surmise
that expectations rarely enjoyed fulfillment. If the council and the RRHA had promised
adequate housing in return for the acquisition of their land, permanent displacement had
followed a significant enough number to turn out 500 black community members to a
meeting of city council in protest.74

At another meeting of city council to decide on

renewal plans in 1963, a black attorney stated with exasperation, "The only place left is
the James River, and we won't stand to be pushed into that".75
Conclusion
In late 1962, an editorial in the Richmond News Leader characterized the
ambivalence and unease with urban renewal. Despite support for an active city council
and Board of Health to protect innocent tenants, the editorial expressed with not a little
sarcasm that the objective of both was "not to achieve some social millennium, in which
everybody uses Dial and smells like a rose. The board's object is to protect the public
health, and when it goes one inch beyond that line it steps into areas that are simply none
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of its business".76 Between 1953 and 1964, Richmonders focused their attention on urban
renewal in terms of crime and disease.

Advocates developed knowledge to discern

neighborhoods of pathology, identified criminals and victims, and argued for expansive
state jurisdiction to ameliorate the environmental conditions they theorized caused
pathology.

While opponents critiqued renewalists' conclusions and their increasing

restrictions on property ownership, all parties begrudgingly agreed that slums and better
off neighborhoods composed the totality of the city.

In the transformation of the

Seventeenth-Street Bottom and the planning, construction, and inauguration of the new
city jail from 1959 to 1964, renewalists and opponents struggled with the terms of urban
renewal as a process of government-regulated value production.
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CHAPTER 3: THE WORST JAIL MEETS THE WORST SLUM IN THE CITY:
PATHOLOGY, VALUE, AND MODERN STATE FORMATION
In early 1959, renewal advocates proposed the immediate and drastic
redevelopment of the Seventeenth-Street Bottom. Descriptions of the mixed-use
neighborhood, which contained light manufacturing as well as older housing stock,
mirrored other sections of the city that renewal supporters had targeted.77

Like the

neighborhoods of Jackson Ward and Carver, the Seventeenth-Street Bottom was, by
advocates' appraisal, a slum with all of the requisite qualifications of a slum. Reports
wildly speculated on the high incidence of crime and its propensity for fostering disease.
The Bottom was special for advocates however, as it had garnered the ignominious title
of "The Worst Slum in the City."

Adding to its titular infamy, the most special

characteristic of the Seventeenth-Street Bottom that distinguished the neighborhood from
Jackson Ward and Carver was the low rate of residency. The sprawl of the neighborhood,
emphasized by high rates of vacancy and nearly open plots of land, differentiated the
blight of the Bottom from depressed, but high density neighborhoods. In those
neighborhoods, advocates could easily curry sympathy for residents if need be, even
against their will. In the Bottom, advocates had less residents to persuade or simply
evict. In effect, the vacancy of the land and the dangers that vacancy invited made the
Bottom a prime target for developers. The minimal opposition advocates encountered
came ultimately from what would become the jail's neighbors.
As the first and most important area for redevelopment, the Bottom included a
number of projects including the slum clearance of dilapidated buildings, the construction
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of low-income public housing, and most oddly, the siting of the city's new jail. The new
Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike was cutting through the Bottom. The old jail just north
of the Bottom in Shockoe Valley stood in the way of the turnpike's progress, and starting
in 1956, the city began to relocate inmates from the old city jail. By 1957, inmates found
themselves incarcerated in a makeshift jail at the Deep Water Terminals.78 Adding to the
eviction of the jail from its current address, overcrowding in the old jail had begun to tear
at the literal seams of the building and councilmen hoped to enlarge the new facility's
capacity.

More importantly, councilmen and jail administrators expected that an

expanded and modernized jail could better aid in reforming the city's petty criminals.
Like the Seventeenth-Street Bottom neighborhood, the old jail that had sat in Shockoe
Valley had developed its own reputation, that being "The Worst Jail in the City."79
Inmates, the residents of a complex meant to contain pathological tendencies, became the
crux of a contest over the relative value of pathology.80

Opponents protested the

proximity of the jail to their own properties, responding to a climate in which crime and
disease had come to communicate urban decline and lowered property values.
The challenge to choosing a location for the jail was minor in comparison to
renewal projects in other sections of the city, but the jail's integral position in a plan for
urban revitalization is problematic when placed within the context of urban renewal's
emphasis on transforming criminal and diseased space. If renewal advocates had insisted
that crime and disease exacted a negative subsidy on the city's taxpayers, then their
proposition that knowingly housing both would increase the property and use values of a
section of the city raises questions about the relative value of pathology. This chapter
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argues that proponents exploited concerns about both the supposed worst slum in the city
in addition to the old city jail, what some had called a "school for crime and prostitution,"
to redevelop the Seventeenth-Street Bottom.

Circulating just beneath the surface of

advocates' campaign to build the jail in the Bottom was the belief that a modern solution
to the problem of containing new prisoners could eliminate blight and increase property
values, while simultaneously reforming criminals. Thus, renewal advocates entrenched
within the city government a novel responsibility in the local real estate market of
interpreting the value of pathology, literally putting a price tag on it, and positioned the
state as the fundamental guarantor of the market in appraising pathology in new,
contradictory ways.
The Worst Slum in the City
For some fifty odd years, at least as early as the dawning of the twentieth century,
renewal proponents argued, the Seventeenth-Street Bottom had stood as the worst slum
within Richmond city limits. Advocates were quick to point out that fact, stating that
industrial uses and owner neglect had condemned the neighborhood earlier in the century.
The neighborhood seemed to sickly limp into the 1960s, plagued by the chronic
symptoms of slum life. The "malignant tumor near the city's heart," compared quite
drastically with much of the city: of the 600 residences in the neighborhood, ninety
percent of homes had no private bath, sixty-one percent no running water, twenty-two
percent were overcrowded, and only twenty-five percent were owner-occupied
properties.81

Advocates emphasized that neighborhood neglect in this last form, the

extremely high rate of tenant residency, put into vivid focus the lack of care for the
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viability of the community. In one of the most extreme cases, in order to secure control
of a plot, a hustings court discovered that the last known owner of that plot had been
listed in 1806, essentially lying fallow for nearly 150 years! 82

Indeed, advocates

editorialized, "the derelict houses, condemned buildings, and ramshackle structures fit
only for kindling wood" haunted the largely industrial area, which had "little future for
modern industry."83 The neighborhood was soon in danger of being revitalized.
After a series of smaller victories in spot clearance around the city, proponents of
urban renewal converged on City Council in the winter of 1959, intent on realizing the
initial steps for the first community-wide redevelopment project in Richmond.
Reforming the worst slum in the city became the linchpin of advocates for launching
more immediate strong-arm tactics of eminent domain and abandoning the slow-moving
work of individual initiative.

Despite the enthusiasm which supporters had initially

encouraged along the lines of what they believed to have worked in Baltimore's urban
renewal plans, proponents feared that individual initiatives and minor disciplinary
ordinances were ineffective, actually prolonging the lifespan of troubled properties.84
Since 1953, the city health department had successfully brought 2,300 homes to
minimum housing standards, ripping out unsafe porches, clearing yards of debris, and
repairing windows.

The most successful of these ventures had been achieved as

community rehabilitation committees formed to oversee the improvements.85 By 1959,
however, advocates were seeing the shortcomings of such methods, as property owners
were either unwilling to make the repairs or simply did not have the capital to make
them.
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The advocates working within the city government as functionaries of the health
department and the RRHA were not the only body of support for renewal. Residents
themselves complained, "requesting the [RRHA] 'do something about 17th street.'
Housing, crime and fire problems are deplorable and becoming worse...".86

Residents

who may have been wishing for repairs to their homes or alternative housing outright for
years, were suddenly finding that their demands could soon be fulfilled.

Non-

governmental associations were soon joining behind them, including the Chamber of
Commerce as well as an unnamed association of black business leaders in the Church
Hill and lower Seventeenth-Street Bottom neighborhood, in addition to listed black
organizations such as Capital Trade Association and the Business and Professional
Council, and the civic organization, Frontiers of America.87 These organizations could
impress upon City Council the imperatives of immediate renewal. The first step would
be actually securing the funds necessary to pursuing the massive rehabilitation.
The quickest solution that advocates proposed was the infusion of federal dollars.
The much needed financial transfusion would offset the present state of property values
in the neighborhood and effect a successful redevelopment project. The Bottom had been
assessed at a total value of $1.55 million dollars, while a renewal project composed of
building clearance and the addition of, in part, public housing to replace the homes lost
across the massively defined community cost nearly $3.6 million.88 Proponents argued
that without the funds, the redevelopment plan would ultimately crumble if it even got off
of the ground. Proponents quickly learned that even in a neighborhood as apparently
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vacant as the Seventeenth-Street Bottom, opposition would coalesce to eliminate the
threat of federal interference in Richmond's local affairs.
While the most vociferous opponents of renewal agreed that the Bottom
constituted an extreme blight on the survival of the neighborhood and agreed further that
development would dissolve the stranglehold of crime and disease, they saw in the
development plans an attempt at pushing the prerogatives of the federal government.
Councilmen Robert Throckmorton and Robert Heberle worried that after the decision
handed down in Brown v. Board, what oversight from federal grants would entail for the
local government?89

They argued that the pursestrings of a check from the federal

government were too much to be agreeable.

Besides the ability to dictate a racially

progressive agenda that fostered integration, opponents stipulated that federal funding
came at the cost of importing black labor, housing those laborers, and building new
schools for them, all to the detriment of Richmond's white taxpayers and ultimately at the
provincial sovereignty of city government.90 White segregationists were hardly the only
opponents of the neighborhood's renewal project, particularly when it came to the issue
of siting a jail in the Bottom.
The Worst Jail in the City
Although the perception of crime and jails did not exist in a Richmond-specific
vacuum, tales about the city's jail and its residents complimented broader narratives about
pathology and the relative cost of criminal and diseased space. If the morbid news
coverage of murders such as Austin Dodson's and the always present threat of any other
number of dangerous criminals were not enough, lively recollections about the
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Pompadour Rebellion and generic notions of social pathology influenced informed how
opponents challenged the place of the jail. Further, many even went as far as speaking to
the jail within renewal advocates' notions of development and urban decline.

After

demolition crews tore down the old city jail, proponents and opponents sparred over the
meaning of the jail to advancing Richmond's place as a home for new investment.
The old jail, the "school for crime and prostitution" sitting not much farther north
than where advocates hoped to place the new jail inhabited a broader context about
understandings of pathology and property value for Richmonders in the late 1950s. The
physical state of the jail was one of the key ways in which Richmonders conferred
knowledge onto its neighborhood. "A disgrace and menace," the overcrowded building
had the opposite intended effect on inmates.

Rather than fostering rehabilitation,

according to boosters, the jail actually perpetuated an internal community of criminals.91
As talks picked up on where a new jail might pop up, Richmonders recalled what they
believed were the most relevant aspects of the people who found themselves incarcerated
behind the decrepit walls of the century-old structure. One of the stories that the city's
residents called upon was the story of the Pompadour Rebellion in 1940. Having cut off
inmates' access to mineral oil, the substance that inmates had used to comb their manes
into the titular hairstyle, administrators looked on with surprise and fear as their charges
revolted.92

While a minor event in scope, the rebellion only reinforced residents' fear

about the explosive possibilities living near the jail posed.
Opponents of a new jail close to the city were particularly worried, but for
different reasons than bodily safety, when in 1956, jail administrators transferred the
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inmates to their temporary holdings in the Deep Water Terminals.

The converted

shipping buildings on the city's riverfront access to the James River settled, at least
temporarily, two problems at once for the city. First, in the meantime before a site was
chosen and the new jail built, the terminals absorbed the excess prisoners that had been
overcrowding the limited capacity of the old jail for both years in 1956 and 1957.
Secondly, the facility was large enough to hold all of the prisoners until construction
ended on a new jail. Problems developed shortly after the new residents of the terminals
laid down their cots, as neighbors to the industrial buildings lamented that, "the jail is like
an unwanted tenant, evicted from one house and unwelcome in another".93

Further,

neighbors to the terminals wondered about the long-term consequences of owning
property near a jail.94 The jail was quickly wearing out its welcome, nearly seven years
after having moved into what was supposedly a temporary solution. While conversion
had put the Terminals back into use, neighbors remained unconvinced that the jail
actually added to the tone of their neighborhood.
The Newest and Most Modern: Engineering Health and Profit
The author of a 1958 editorial questioned the future of the Seventeenth-Street
Bottom and spoke to his readership about the possibilities for redeveloping the
neighborhood. "How about the [Bottom]?... By cleaning out the slum...a nice new jail
would elevate the social tone of the neighborhood".95

These words appear alien to

present day readers, the notion that a jail could actually raise the social tone of a
neighborhood, let alone its economic tone. What seems to be most important about the
place of the jail within renewal logic, though, was its cost and value relative to the
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Seventeenth-Street Bottom prior to 1958. Renewal advocates looked to the jail as much
more than a solution for reforming criminals and ending the city's supposedly out-ofcontrol crime problem. Actually razing the pathological neighborhood in the Bottom that
contributed to the city's crime problem was only one aspect of redeveloping the
neighborhood. Evaluating the new jail in such a way as to persuade opponents and win
over the not-yet-convinced that the Bottom actually stood to gain from the jail's presence
was another.
Starting in 1960, the City Council began in earnest to search out and secure a
permanent place for the city's new jail. From a practical point, placing the new city jail in
the Seventeenth-Street Bottom made easy sense. Across the Chesapeake and Ohio train
yard were the city courts, providing quick access from the site. The old jail sat in the
Shockoe Valley, removed from most of the city and well out of the way of the courts in
comparison to the Bottom. Between July and August 1960, City Council had acquired
the control of such a site through Hustings Court, a roughly thirteen-acre plot at the
intersection of Seventeenth and Fairfield Streets. 96 Council ultimately needed the court
as the selection included the same plot which had fallen into an abysmal state of nonownership, the one in which the last known owner had been listed in 1806. The Hustings
Court only added to the rolls of residents more or less willing to forfeit the titles to their
properties in exchange for payments. 97

What remains undocumented though, is why

property owners decided to hand over their titles. Was the inevitability of the jail, the
unwelcome neighbor in the Bottom, so unappealing as to encourage a quick escape?
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Were property owners convinced that they could actually turn a profit in the
neighborhood by selling off to the highest and only bidder, that being City Council?
Renewal advocates had been successful in part because their appraisals of crime
and disease had effectively equated pathology with decline, locating degenerate behaviors
into conceivable districts.

Advocates' renewal plans depended on a meaningful

awareness of where criminals committed crimes and where the unfortunate got sick. In
spite of the ease with which jailers could transport inmates from the jail to the court and
back, the placement of the jail on the east side of the C&O tracks aroused suspicion and
anger from larger, more influential neighbors. The Medical College of Virginia was one
of those neighbors. Just southwest of the Seventeenth- Street Bottom, MCV stood to
expand in the 1960s and the prospects of a jail could stymie any expansion and limit the
property values for their own holdings in nearby Shockoe Bottom.

Addressing the

RRHA in 1958, the president of the college challenged the prediction that either a neutral
or positive outcome would result from the jail's new location: "a jail would halt
expansion and ruin the neighborhood".98 Proponents of the jail's new location thought
otherwise however, insisting that the clearance of slum property and the installation of
surrounding industrial uses would, in fact, "be so profitable as to absorb the cost of a jail
site". 99 Flying in the face of their detractors, City Council and the RRHA pushed ahead
and began construction on the jail in 1962, spending $2.36 million on the jail alone.
On October 17, 1964, the new city jail opened the doors to its first inmates,
welcoming 450 prisoners behind its walls. With what appeared to be a little resigned
fatalism to the proliferation of crime, city officials celebrated the considerably expanded
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number of prisoners that the jail could hold. By the mid-1970s, jail administrators and
councilmen were again complaining of overcrowding to the point that the Virginia
Department of Corrections had assumed the responsibility of relieving the city jail of
prisoners.100

Built at a cost of $3.73 million, the new jail could hold 720 inmates

comfortably; at capacity, the jail could restrain 964. 101 Often repeated throughout the
process of securing the site and actually constructing the jail, renewal proponents
consistently invoked the powerful presence of the jail as both a modern addition to the
neighborhood and the most modern of all possible jails in the country. The jail was not
only modern, as supporters exuberantly claimed the new jail was "ultra-modern".102 If
the future was the solution to Richmond's problems, then the future had suddenly arrived
at the corner of Fairfield and Seventeenth Streets. At its dedication on October 8, 1964,
the chief correctional inspector rhetorically asked those in attendance: "Are the poor
citizens of our country actually getting the same degree of justice as our rich citizens?"103
With the inauguration of a stylish, humane jail, proponents thought that they could
comfortably answer yes.
Conclusion
Reflecting on Richmond's experiences with multiple urban renewal projects, the
city's new jail stands as a seeming oddity for historians, insofar as we reckon crime and
disease as fundamentally degenerative to property values. Often, historians have looked
to highway construction, public-private investment ventures in home building, and
single-home rehabilitation in the post-war period with the ham-fisted presentism of
knowing "what happened" as renewal regularly failed to achieve its goals. However, as
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the geographer Ruth Wilson Gilmore has demonstrated, boosters premised a similar
project to build California's leviathan prison system on barren agricultural land as the
basis for reinventing the value of outmoded land.104

While boosters encountered

opposition from organizations that contested the supposed increase in economic value,
that state's boosters set an important precedent for state formation and the investment of
state power in repurposing and revaluing pathology as integral prerogatives of the
government.

Extrapolating Gilmore's project, the topic of transforming the value of

pathology stands to be revisited by historians. To advocates of the jail's construction, the
project of building Richmond's new city jail may be an earlier instance of supposing
complimentary while still contradictory market valuations of pathology.
What bears emphasis in the conversation about the construction of the city's jail is
that proponents reordered the connections between pathology, property value, and state
formation.

At one end, advocates believed that crime and disease were the social

convulsions of blighted property.

Simultaneously, advocates imagined that the jail, a

space specifically meant to contain pathology, was the solution to problematic property.
Attempting to take these motivations seriously means also taking the contingency of
economic value within urban renewal projects seriously. Opponents of the jail were not
supernaturally inclined towards accurate predictions, and proponents were not motivated
by conspiratorial greed. The jail's advocates were, however, interested in maximizing the
value of property in the Seventeenth-Street Bottom by putting it to new, more productive
uses. In doing so, they instilled in the local government the power to set new prices on
pathology, bringing together the state's traditional responsibility to protect its citizens
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from crime and disease with a new responsibility to protect its citizens from blighted
property.
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION: AN EPILOGUE ON THE SEVENTEENTHSTREET BOTTOM AND REFLECTIONS ON THE MEANING OF URBAN
RENEWAL IN RICHMOND
Positioned at the intersection of Fairfield Way and Oliver Hill Way, Richmond's
city jail currently sits in a run-down valley west of Church Hill, a neighborhood itself
now well on its way towards gentrification and increased property values, at least on its
vinyl-siding and rehabbed face. Opposite the jail to the west, the industrial landscape of
the Chesapeake and Ohio rail yard has changed names to the CSX rail yard. Immediately
to its east, the jail looks into woods that hide Mosby Court, a series of brick duplex,
public housing row homes; the jail either guards the duplexes from the city or vice-versa.
Ironically, Oliver Hill Way, named for the famed civil rights litigator, flanks one half of a
physical and ideological structure that becomes the entry point for many of the city's
black residents into the disciplinary system. Maybe more ironically, the construction of
the city's new jail dead-ends a street that once ran unabated to the rail yard prior to the
jail's construction Accommodation Street. The Seventeenth-Street Bottom no longer
exists as a neighborhood with any name recognition, eclipsed in its relevance by the
overwhelming presence of the jail as its own neighborhood of sorts.
Within this thesis, I have attempted to speak to a number of historical problems by
engaging the issue of urban renewal before and after the death of Jim Crow. Proponents
of renewal in Richmond created knowledge about crime and disease that located the
causes of pathology in physical environment. They pursued what they believed to be
pressing social problems in the city such as truancy, delinquency, venereal diseases, and
unwed pregnancy. Renewal advocates utilized public health reports, crime statistics, and
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tax return information to construct a conceptual mapping of the city that explained urban
decline.

The criminological and epidemiological knowledge that advocates proposed

posited residents as the unfortunate victims of landlords, the passive subjects of their
conditions, and the ultimate result of a breakdown in reciprocal social relationships.
To eliminate the causes of crime and disease, advocates devised economized
solutions premised on pathological neighborhoods. Just as the general manager of the
Richmond-Petersburg Turnpike Authority had demanded in reaction to Austin Dodson's
murder, renewal proponents pushed to expand the availability of proper housing stock
that they believed would deter pathology. The first step often became the hardest as
opponents pressed back against these economized solutions, especially when those
solutions included slum clearance and the disruption of established communities. John
Pearsall, an unlikely ally to Richmond's poor, contrasted the limited range of reforms and
solutions that advocates proposed, as he questioned the correlation between environment
and pathology and hinted at the significance of income levels instead.

In the

Seventeenth-Street Bottom, renewal advocates went a step further in their economization
of solutions to crime and disease by expanding the ways in which pathology and its
containment could be valued.

By modernizing the containment of pathological

behaviors, renewal advocates reinvested what they believed to be blighted land with new
possibilities.
The construction of knowledge about crime and disease and their solutions direct
our attention further, to the problem of state formation under late Jim Crow. Advocates
of urban renewal were hardly the heroes of racial justice in their and our own times. I
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would be more than reticent to contrast them too starkly with other Virginia and
Richmond public figures available such as Lindsay Almond, the Virginia governor who
led massive resistance efforts, or James Kilpatrick, the News-Leader editor responsible
for authoring doctrines on interposition and massive resistance. Yet, advocates' growing
power in local politics in opposition to established segregationists, as well as the
popularity of urban renewal among black commerce associations is analytically
troublesome. Renewal supporters' efforts to eliminate crime and disease, their lack of
emphasis on racializing pathology, their defense of renters' rights, and their challenges to
the prerogatives of property ownership especially by white owners point to a
preoccupation not with securing the race line or securing racial supremacy, but
eliminating pathology and maximizing profit. The disproportionate focus of renewal on
black neighborhoods and the nearly criminal disinterest in observing the viability of those
neighborhoods cannot be dismissed.

However, insisting on an essentialized legal

doctrine, Jim Crow, as informing state formation and racial dynamics would be shortsighted.

These three points make possible suggestions for further research into the

history of medical and criminological knowledge, the cliometrics of health and disease,
and the problem of capitalism under late Jim Crow.
A historical perspective on knowledge about crime and disease, indeed on the
categories themselves, may highlight comparisons and contradictions about criminology
and epidemiology in the current moment and in subsequent historical studies. While
proponents' preoccupation with the notion of environmental determinants was neither
new nor shared by all Richmonders, the assignment of crime and disease to physical
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conditions displays a continuity with other studies that emphasize the importance of
social determinants to the incidence of pathology. 105 Additionally, the use of cultural
arguments, such as those that the landlord John Pearsall offered regarding the morality of
the poor, demonstrate that so-called "cultural determinants" operate within a universe that
economics still punctures. The most important lesson that may be learned about
pathology from urban renewal in Richmond is the categorization of pathology as such.
Historians and particularly public health practitioners should be wary as to whether
supposed problems such as truancy, unwed pregnancy, or each reported assault represent
transcendent problems that need solution, or whether they represent the prerogatives of a
given legal and medical context. In short, what can we learn about an authority structure
from the ways in which its agents define pathology?106

Contextualizing proponents'

solutions offers similar results.
The ways that proponents intended to eliminate crime and disease may caution
criminologists and public health practitioners away from overly simplistic solutions to
pathology.

While acknowledging that authorities create the categories of crime and

disease, and which disclose their prerogatives, it would be dangerous to dismiss their
concerns outright. The major concern of economized solutions has to do with what might
be called a cliometrics of health and disease, which writes conceptions of normative
behavior into crime and disease and impose those normativities into economic and
political constellations, particularly the disciplinary mechanisms of the state. Urban
renewal failed in the final analysis for reasons that include a lack of ability of actors to
accurately sustain predicted property values, the age-old problem of the distance between
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imagination and results, and the limited possibilities of what amounted to home
remodeling. Urban renewal also suffered from the ways in which the prerogatives of
capitalism, enshrined in the powers of an interventionist state form, circumscribed
alternatives to that same economic system.

As long as proponents understood the

common good, the idealized public, through market transactions as the most normal and
healthy solution, then their solutions were only as efficacious as the market allowed.
Lastly, Richmond's experiences with urban renewal may draw out complications
in theorizing about the functional aspects of democracy and capitalism under late Jim
Crow.

In a recent essay, the historian Eric Foner has argued for a reevaluation of

socialism in the United States by problematizing the manifestation of a single form of
socialism.107 Instead, as he argues, historians should pursue the various ways that actors
have defined their goals as socialists in the United States.

Similarly, Tara Zahra, a

historian of German and Czech state formation in Bohemia, has convincingly
demonstrated the importance of taking seriously how German and Czech nationalists
defined democracy through national identification.108

What we may learn from

Richmond is that pathological categories were integral to defining participation in the
local, idealized public. Renewal proponents wrote these prerogatives into new forms of
democratic and capitalist formation, and remade the terms of civic participation and
market logics.

In doing so, they constructed the context for race-blind, post-war

conservatism and the responsibilities of the broader American state.
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Illustration 1- Map of proposed urban renewal projects, The Richmond News Leader,
January 2, 1959. Letter (A) represents the 17th Street Bottom. Courtesy of the Library
of Virginia.
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Illustration 2- Political Cartoon, "Now's the Time to Do It", Fred O. Seibel, Richmond
Times-Dispatch, March 21, 1959. City Planning- Clippings ca. 1941-1976, Box 1, Folder
5. John Pearsall Papers. Courtesy of the Library of Virginia.
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Illustrations 3 and 4- Prison Under Construction. Illustration 3: Photograph, June 20,
1963. Retrieved from: http://collections.richmondhistorycenter.com/detail.php?
t=objects&type=all&f=&s=jail&record=5 .
Illustration 4: Photograph, July 23, 1964. Retrieved from: http://
collections.richmondhistorycenter.com/detail.php?
t=objects&type=all&f=&s=jail&record=6 . Both from The Valentine Richmond History
Center, Online Collections.
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